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ABSTRACT
Accurate quantiﬁcation of regurgitant volume is a central component to the management of mitral regurgitation. Cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) accurately quantiﬁes mitral regurgitation as the difference between left ventricular
stroke volume and forward stroke volume using steady state free precession and phase contrast imaging. The CMR
measurement of mitral regurgitant volume is reproducible and can quantify mitral regurgitation in patients without
regard to regurgitant jet morphology, such as patients with multiple and eccentric jets. It can be used to quantify
regurgitant volume in patients with multiple valve lesions and concomitant intracardiac shunts without the use of
intravenous contrast. Studies have highlighted the accuracy and reproducibility of CMR in quantifying mitral regurgitation
and have begun to link CMR to clinical outcomes. (J Am Coll Cardiol 2018;71:547–63) © 2018 by the American College of
Cardiology Foundation.
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C ENTR AL I LL U STRA T I O N Proposed Clinical Pathway and Rationale for the Use of Cardiac MRI in the
Assessment of Patients With Severe Mitral Regurgitation

Severe mitral regurgitation (MR) on echocardiography
A need for greater diagnostic certainty

MRI without contrast to quantify regurgitant volume
• Reliable parameter of MR severity
• Low variability, excellent reproducibility
• Gold standard for left atrium and left ventricle size and function
• Does not rely upon the characteristics of the regurgitant jet

Severe MR confirmed on MRI

Non severe MR confirmed on MRI

Consider mitral valve surgery;
watchful waiting

Routine follow up

Recommended future directions: Prospective randomized trials
to review the outcomes of MR assessment by MRI
Uretsky, S. et al. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2018;71(5):547–63.

MRI ¼ magnetic resonance imaging.
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ASSESSMENT OF MITRAL REGURGITATION
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F I G U R E 1 Planning of the SSFP Short-Axis Stack From a Long-Axis Localizer

Steady state free precession (SSFP) short-axis stack (top panel) from a long-axis localizer (right lower panel). This highlights the ability of
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) to choose the plane of imaging without constraints of body habitus. The left lower panel is a slice of the
midventricular slice of the short-axis stack, which is denoted by the purple line on the long-axis localizer in the right lower panel.

patients are appropriate for mitral valve surgery, and

imaging (Table 1). However, other, less-studied

the American Society of Echocardiography recom-

semiquantitative

mends quantifying the left atrial and ventricular size

including the use of signal void, the size of the

methods

have

been

described

when assessing mitral regurgitant severity (4,15).

regurgitant jet (25,26) as well as the regurgitant oriﬁce

Furthermore, the reproducibility of left ventricular

area measures using phase contrast imaging (27).

size and function make CMR a useful tool in longitudinal patient follow-up (19,20).

The currently recommended method for assessing
mitral regurgitant severity by CMR focuses on quan-

Several methods have been described to assess the

tifying regurgitant volume and fraction (15). The

severity of mitral regurgitation. The most commonly

methods used to quantify mitral regurgitation using

studied methods have relied upon indirect methods

CMR are listed in Table 1. The most studied technique

to quantify mitral regurgitant volume utilizing ven-

is LVSVforward stroke volume. LVSV is quantiﬁed

tricular

using SSFP short-axis images and represents the total

stroke

volumes

and/or

phase-contrast
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F I G U R E 2 End-Diastolic and -Systolic Segmentation of an SSFP Short-Axis Stack

End-diastolic (A) and end-systolic (B) segmentation showing the left ventricular traces in red and the right ventricular trace in blue. The contrast between the blood
pool and the myocardium makes delineation of the endocardial border easy (Online Video 1). SSFP ¼ steady state free precession.
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F I G U R E 3 A 3-Chamber View of a Patient With Posterior Mitral Valve Prolapse and Anteriorly Directed Mitral Regurgitation

Black arrow indicates posterior mitral valve prolapse, and white arrow indicates anteriorly directed mitral regurgitation. (Left) SSFP, (right)
FSPGR. The regurgitant jet is more prominent in the FSPGR image when compared with the SSFP image (Online Video 2). FSPGR ¼ fast
spoiled gradient echo; SSFP ¼ steady state free precession.

stroke volume consisting of the regurgitant volume

(Figure 5D). In patients with mitral regurgitation and

and the forward stroke volume. The forward stroke

tricuspid regurgitation, the mitral regurgitation is the

volume is quantiﬁed using phase-contrast images of

difference between LVSV and forward stroke volume,

the proximal aorta or main pulmonary artery. This

while the tricuspid regurgitation is quantiﬁed by the

calculation is valid in patients without aortic regur-

difference between the RVSV and the forward stroke

gitation or a cardiac shunt. Figure 5 illustrates how

volume (Figure 5E).

CMR can be used to quantify mitral regurgitation in

Other techniques used to assess mitral regurgita-

patients with lone valve disease, multiple valve dis-

tion include calculating the difference between the

ease, and intracardiac shunts. In the patient without

LVSV and the RVSV or the mitral inﬂow and the aortic

valve disease or an intracardiac shunt, the LVSV,

ﬂow. Both of these methods rely on the same concept

RVSV, aortic ﬂow, and pulmonary artery ﬂow are

as LVSVforward stroke volume, in that LVSV and

equal (Figure 5A). In patients with lone mitral regur-

mitral inﬂow will contain both the mitral regurgitant

gitation, the LVSV is larger because it contains both

volume and the forward stroke volume, and the RVSV

the forward stroke volume and the mitral regurgitant

and the aortic ﬂow represent forward stroke volume.

volume, and the mitral regurgitant volume is the

These calculations are valid in patients without aortic

difference between the LVSV and the aortic or pul-

regurgitation or a cardiac shunt. In addition, regur-

monary artery ﬂow (Figure 5B). In patients with mitral

gitant fraction can be calculated using the regurgitant

and aortic regurgitation (Figure 5C), the LVSV con-

volume and the LVSV.

tains the forward stroke volume, the mitral regurgitant volume, and the aortic regurgitant volume. The

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

amount of aortic regurgitation is quantiﬁed directly

IN QUANTIFICATION OF
MITRAL REGURGITATION

from the diastolic ﬂow of the aortic phase-contrast
images. The mitral regurgitation is then calculated
as LVSV – (aortic regurgitation þ forward stroke vol-

As stated in the previous text, quantiﬁcation of mitral

ume). In patients with mitral regurgitation and an

regurgitation by CMR is based on SSFP cine images of

atrial septal defect, the mitral regurgitation is calcu-

the short axis and phase-contrast imaging of the

lated as the difference between the LVSV and the

proximal pulmonary artery and aorta. Thus, it is

aortic ﬂow, while the Qp/Qs is calculated as the ratio

important that high-quality SSFP images and phase-

of

the

pulmonary

artery

ﬂow

to

aortic

ﬂow

contrast images be acquired to ensure accurate
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F I G U R E 4 Phase Contrast Images of the Proximal Ascending Aorta and Proximal Ascending Aorta

(A, Online Video 3A) Proximal ascending aorta and (B, Online Video 3B) proximal pulmonary artery. (Left) Magnitude image, and (right) phase
image. The blue circles highlight the vessel in which ﬂow is being measured.

CMR

ﬂow, and pulmonary artery ﬂow, alerting the physi-

(Table 2). It is important for centers that perform

cian to possible errors in acquisition or analysis. If

CMR to consistently perform quality assurance.

these analyses are performed routinely in patients

This entails using the “checks and balances” system

without valve disease or cardiac shunts, internally

quantiﬁcation

of

mitral

regurgitation

by

that is inherent when performing cardiovascular

consistent results will increase the diagnostic conﬁ-

CMR. Routine studies should include analysis of both

dence of the interpreting physician when confronted

the right and left ventricles in addition to phase

with quantifying valve disease in a patient. This is

contrast images of the proximal aorta and pulmonary

particularly important for phase-contrast images,

artery. This allows comparison of RVSV, LVSV, aortic

which may be more susceptible to error if technicians
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are not careful to ensure perpendicular slices to the
aorta and pulmonary artery and the correct maximum
velocity encoding value is chosen. Caution should be

T A B L E 1 Methods for Quantifying Mitral Regurgitant Volume

Using CMR

LVSV  PA ﬂow

taken in using the aortic phase contrast ﬂow in pa-

LVSV  aortic ﬂow

tients with aortic stenosis and aortic sclerosis in

LVSV  RVSV

whom the blood ﬂow in the ascending aorta is

Mitral inﬂow  aortic ﬂow

nonlaminar and ejected at a high velocity. In these
patients, it is often better to use the pulmonary artery
ﬂow when quantifying mitral regurgitation. Another

CMR ¼ cardiac magnetic resonance; LVSV ¼ left ventricular stroke volume;
PA ¼ pulmonary artery; RVSV ¼ right ventricular stroke volume.

potential error in measuring ﬂows using phase
contrast images is baseline phase offset errors, which

ventriculography

can introduce inaccuracies in ﬂow quantiﬁcation.

echocardiography as the ﬁrst-line assessment of

was

eventually

replaced

by

However, the use of phantom correction or auto-

the severity of mitral regurgitation (33,34). Echocar-

mated baseline correction based on surrounding

diography developed several semiquantitative and

static tissue, which is now available in commercial

quantitative parameters to assess mitral regurgita-

software

this

tion. Standard cutoffs for mild, moderate, and severe

potential error (28). An advantage of repeating the

mitral regurgitation were based primarily on com-

aortic

phase-contrast

parison to left ventriculography and outcomes from

sequences during a study is that it allows assess-

retrospective studies (33). As mentioned in the pre-

ment for consistent results, particularly in patients

vious text, the difﬁculty with echocardiography is the

with cardiac arrhythmias. Caution should be taken

need to integrate numerous parameters of mitral

with the use of phase contrast in patients with cardiac

regurgitation severity and the high intraobserver and

packages,
and

has

largely

pulmonary

eliminated

artery

arrhythmias, and acquiring the aortic and pulmonary

interobserver variability of these techniques (15). In

artery phase-contrast sequences 2 or 3 times each

addition, the lack of a gold standard for which to

decreases the likelihood of using erroneous data and

compare, makes developing accurate parameters

can alert the technologist and the physician to

difﬁcult.
Most studies that have evaluated CMR have been

spurious measurements.
Potential errors during segmentation of the ven-

small, single-center studies. The large majority of

tricles can be introduced by not choosing the correct

studies have used a similar technique to calculate

basal slice of the ventricles. Incorporating an extra

mitral regurgitant volume as the difference between

basal slice or leaving one out can have a substantial

the LVSV and forward stroke volume, most commonly

effect

falsely

determined by aortic phase-contrast velocity-encod-

increasing or decreasing the regurgitant volume. To

ing images. This reﬂects the fact that CMR has a single

minimize this potential error, some commercial soft-

reproducible method to quantify mitral insufﬁciency.

on

the

stroke

volume,

thereby

ware packages now give the option to use a long-axis

The ﬁrst study to assess CMR quantiﬁcation of mitral

slice to identify the bases of the left and right

regurgitation was Hundley et al. (29), who compared

ventricle (Figure 6).

CMR with invasive angiography in 23 subjects and
found a good correlation (r ¼ 0.97) for calculated mitral

STUDIES OF CMR ASSESSMENT OF

regurgitant volume (29). However, the large majority

MITRAL REGURGITATION

of comparative studies have been between CMR and

The majority of studies that have assessed CMR

echocardiography as discussed in the following text.

quantiﬁcation of mitral regurgitation have compared

CMR COMPARISON WITH

CMR and echocardiography using quantitative tech-

2-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

niques, and are listed in Table 3. Other studies have
either used invasive angiography as a comparator

Table 3 lists studies that have compared CMR and

(29), hemodynamic response of the left ventricle as a

echocardiography using quantitative methods. It de-

comparator (17,30,31), or no comparator at all (32).

tails the agreement between echocardiography and

Historically, the initial technique used to assess

CMR as well as the agreement between echocardiog-

mitral insufﬁciency was left ventriculography. Left

raphy and CMR among studies that were considered

ventriculography,

most

to have severe mitral regurgitation. In general, there

commonly used a semiquantitative method depen-

is a signiﬁcant degree of discordance between CMR

dent

and

upon

the

an

invasive

amount

and

technique,
briskness

of

the

appearance of contrast in the left atrium. Left

echocardiography

when

quantifying

mitral

regurgitation. Five studies compared CMR-calculated
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F I G U R E 5 Multiple Scenarios for Calculating Mitral Regurgitant Volume Using Quantiﬁcation of Ventricular Stroke Volume and

Phase Contrast Images on CMR

A

No valvular disease
No cardiac shunt

LVSV

=

Ao flow

=

RVSV

=

PA flow

B

MR

LVSV

≠

Ao flow

=

RVSV

=

PA flow

Ao flow

=

RVSV

=

PA flow

MR

C

=

LVSV – Forward Stroke Volume

MR & AR

LVSV

≠

Ao forward flow

AR

D

=

Ao diastolic flow

MR & ASD

LVSV

≠

MR

=

LVSV – (AR + Forward Stroke Volume)

≠

Ao flow

RVSV

=

PA flow

=

PA flow

PA flow

MR

E

=

MR & TR

MR

=

Qp:Qs

LVSV – Ao flow

LVSV

≠

LVSV – Forward Stroke Volume

=

Ao flow

≠

RVSV

TR

=

Ao flow

RVSV – Forward Stroke Volume

(A) A patient with no valve disease or cardiac shunt; the ventricular stroke volumes and PA and Ao ﬂows are similar. (B) A patient with mitral
regurgitation. The LVSV is larger than the RVSV and PA/Ao ﬂows, and the mitral regurgitant volume is the difference between the LVSV and
the forward stroke volume. (C) A patient with mitral and aortic regurgitation. The LVSV is larger than the RVSV and PA/Ao ﬂows. The aortic
regurgitant volume is quantiﬁed directly from the diastolic ﬂow of the Ao phase contrast. The mitral regurgitant volume is the difference
between the LVSV and the aortic regurgitant volume and forward stroke volume. (D) A patient with mitral regurgitation and an atrial septal
defect. The mitral regurgitant volume is the difference between the LVSV and Ao ﬂow. The Qp:Qs is the PA ﬂow:Ao ﬂow. (E) A patient with
mitral and tricuspid regurgitation. The mitral regurgitant volume is the difference between the LVSV and forward stroke volume, and the
tricuspid regurgitant volume is the difference between the RVSV and the forward stroke volume. Ao ¼ aorta; AR ¼ aortic regurgitation;
LVSV ¼ left ventricular stroke volume; MR ¼ mitral regurgitation; MRI ¼ magnetic resonance imaging; PA ¼ pulmonary artery; RVSV ¼ right
ventricular stroke volume; TR ¼ tricuspid regurgitation.

mitral regurgitant volume to the recommended

to 0.84), with an absolute agreement ranging from

ASE-integrated method for assessing mitral regurgi-

36% to 70%. When considering agreement among

tation (16,35–38). Overall, there was poor to moderate

patients diagnosed with severe mitral regurgitation

agreement between the modalities (range of r ¼ 0.40

by either modality, the agreement ranged between
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T A B L E 2 Technical Considerations in Quantiﬁcation of Mitral Regurgitation Using CMR

General considerations Routine comparison of LVSV, RVSV, aortic ﬂow, and pulmonary artery
ﬂow in patients without valvular heart disease or cardiac shunts.
Stroke volumes

0.1  7.3%; TEE: 5.5  15.0%) (37). Cawley et al. (39)
reported low intraobserver variability with CMR

Routine segmentation of the left and right ventricles

(r ¼ 0.96; Bland-Altman limits of agreement 18 to 17)

Check traces using cine of the short axis

with variable reproducibility for differing echocar-

Careful selection of the basal left and right ventricular slice

diographic techniques (range of r ¼ 0.85 to 0.97).

Use of analysis software that allows demarcation of the base of the
ventricles on a long-axis image
Phase contrast

TTE: 4.7  18.0 ml) and regurgitant fraction (CMR:

Perform at least 2 acquisitions of aortic ﬂow and pulmonary artery ﬂow
to ensure consistent data; consider more acquisitions in patients
with arrhythmia
Ensure perpendicular slice selection
Caution using ﬂow measurements in patients with nonlaminar ﬂow,
such as aortic stenosis.

Based on the available data, there appears to be
signiﬁcant discordance between 2D echocardiography
and CMR. This discordance is highlighted among patients who are considered to have severe mitral
regurgitation and who are likely to be referred for
mitral valve surgery. In addition, the excellent
reproducibility of CMR shows this technique to be

Choose appropriate VENC

reliable.
LVSV ¼ left ventricular stroke volume; RVSV ¼ right ventricular stroke volume; VENC ¼ velocity encoding.

CMR COMPARISON WITH
3D ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
20% and 66%, with echocardiography generally
more

Investigators, noting the limitations of 2D echocar-

compared

diography, have begun assessing 3D echocardiogra-

2-dimensional (2D) transthoracic echocardiography

phy using CMR as a reference standard. The majority

diagnosing
frequently
ﬂow

severe
than

mitral

CMR.

Five

regurgitation
studies

Doppler-

of these studies exclusively studied patients with

derived regurgitant volumes with CMR regurgitant

functional mitral regurgitation. The advantages of 3D

volume (16,38–41). In these studies, there was a

echocardiography are less of a reliance on geometric

moderate to good agreement (range of r ¼ 0.60 to 0.92)

assumptions when assessing left ventricular volumes

between CMR and echocardiography, with an absolute

and 3D visualization of the ﬂow convergence, EROA,

agreement ranging from 47% to 87%. When consid-

and Doppler color jet. However, investigators have

ering agreement among patients diagnosed with se-

noted that reliance on the characteristics of the

vere mitral regurgitation by either modality, the

Doppler jet using 3D still remains challenging and

agreement worsened, with a range of 26% to 66%. Two

prone to subjective acquisition and interpretation

studies reported 2D TEE-derived regurgitant volumes

error. Thus, some investigators using 3D TTE have

compared with CMR, and found a moderate absolute

employed automation software to alleviate some of

agreement between TEE and CMR (66% and 70%) with

this user subjectivity with mixed results (43,44). At

poor agreement among patients diagnosed with se-

this time, there has been no agreed upon method to

vere mitral regurgitation in the 1 study that reported

assess mitral regurgitation using 3D echocardiogra-

this data (37,42). It must be noted that unlike TTE and

phy. Choi et al. (43) reported improvement in agree-

CMR, TEE is a semi-invasive study often requiring

ment

sedation, while CMR and TTE are noninvasive tech-

echocardiography when using 3D TTE PISA–derived

niques that does not require sedation.

regurgitant volume compared with 2D TTE PISA–

(TTE)

convergence-derived

and

and

correlation

between

CMR

and

In addition to accuracy, studies have reported the

derived regurgitant volume (67% to 88%). There was

variability of measurement (reproducibility) for these

also an improved agreement among patients diag-

techniques. Low variability, or excellent reproduc-

nosed with severe mitral regurgitation by either mo-

ibility, is important if a technique is to be accurate.

dality (49% to 79%). In this study, patients were more

Uretsky et al. (17) found excellent reproducibility of

likely to be diagnosed with severe mitral regurgita-

mitral regurgitation quantiﬁcation using CMR in a

tion by CMR, although the use of 3D TTE did increase

retrospective study (intraclass Correlation: 0.99; 95%

the number of patients called severe mitral regurgi-

conﬁdence interval: 0.95 to 0.99; p < 0.0001; limits of

tation by echocardiography. Interestingly, the use of

agreement 9 to 17 ml). In a prospective multicenter

3D TTE in this study did not improve the wide limits

study, Uretsky et al. (16) reported excellent repro-

of agreement between echocardiography and CMR

ducibility of CMR that was superior to that of echo-

(2D TTE vs. CMR: 8.9 to 29.8 ml; 3D TTE vs.

cardiography (CMR: ICC: 0.9; echocardiography: 0.65)

CMR: 14.7 to 12.8 ml). In contrast to the previously

(16). Similarly, Lopez-Mattei et al. (37) found CMR to

mentioned study, Thavendiranathan et al. (44) re-

have a lower interobserver variability compared with

ported poor agreement between 3D TTE and CMR

TEE for regurgitant volume (CMR: 0.3  8.5 ml,

using

the

traditional

PISA-derived

regurgitant
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volume based on a measurement of the peak PISA and

assess the accuracy of imaging techniques. Two ap-

an automated integrated PISA-based regurgitant

proaches have been used to address this problem. The

volume, which integrates the PISA over all of systole.

ﬁrst approach is the use of a physiological reference

The investigators reported an improvement in corre-

standard of left ventricular volumes and its response

lation with CMR using the integrated PISA (peak

to the volume overload of mitral regurgitation and

PISA-regurgitant volume vs. CMR r ¼ 0.84; integrated

removal of the volume overload with surgery (47).

PISA regurgitant volume vs. CMR r ¼ 0.92). However,

The second approach is the use of clinical outcomes

on Bland-Altman analysis, there were wide limits of

to determine the value of quantitative parameters

agreement between 3D techniques and CMR (peak

used by echocardiography and CMR. Two studies

PISA vs. CMR: 10 to 41 ml, integrated PISA vs. CMR:

have taken the ﬁrst approach (16,17). Uretsky et al.

17.0 to 19.8 ml), which is reﬂected in the poor agree-

(17) studied 23 patients with lone mitral regurgitation

ment among patients considered to be severe using

and found a tight relationship between the mitral

either the peak PISA or the integrated PISA (22% vs.

regurgitant volume and the size of the left ventricle,

40%). Of note, the author found that echocardiogra-

with greater amounts of regurgitant volume associ-

phy was more likely to categorize patients as having

ated with greater degrees of left ventricular dilata-

severe mitral regurgitation than CMR.

tion. This is based on the physiological response of

Shanks

et al. (42)

and

the left ventricle to volume overload and the fact that

compared 2D and 3D TEE-derived regurgitant vol-

more volume begets increased remodeling. In a pro-

umes using CMR as the reference standard. The au-

spective multicenter study, Uretsky et al. (16)

thors

66%

compared CMR and echocardiography in the assess-

between 2D TEE and CMR, which improved to 97%

ment of mitral regurgitation. Similar to prior studies,

when comparing 3D TEE with CMR. Bland-Altman

the authors reported signiﬁcant discordance between

analysis of comparison of 3D TEE and CMR regur-

CMR and echocardiography using both the ASE-

gitant volume found a small mean difference of 2 ml,

integrated method and PISA-based regurgitant vol-

but with wide limits of agreement (95% limits

ume. This discordance was also seen in patients with

of 18.6 to 13.9 ml/beat). Heo et al. (45) compared 2D

severe mitral regurgitation by either modality, with

and 3D TTE with CMR and found an improved

an agreement between CMR and echocardiography of

agreement among those with more severe mitral

22% and 26% using the ASE-integrated method and

regurgitation when using 3D TTE with agreement in

PISA-based regurgitant volume, respectively. This is

80% of patients. Like prior reports, although the

of concern because these are the patients considered

linear correlation between 3D TTE and CMR was good

for mitral valve surgery. In this study, 38 patients

(r ¼ 0.94), there remained wide limits of agreement

underwent guideline-directed mitral valve surgery

between the modalities (14 to 31 ml). Marsan et al.

(Class I or IIa). The authors report that only 32% of

(46) reported an 82% absolute agreement between 3D

these patients had severe mitral regurgitation by

TTE and CMR. A major limitation of this study was

CMR. Of the 38 patients who underwent surgery, 26

that it included only 1 patient with severe mitral

were evaluated post-surgery to assess the degree of

regurgitation. In summary, overall 3D TTE had

left ventricular remodeling. The authors found a tight

improved absolute agreement with CMR compared

correlation between the mitral regurgitant volume

with 2D TTE. There still remains signiﬁcant discor-

calculated using CMR and the degree of post-surgical

dance between 3D echocardiography and CMR,

reverse remodeling (r ¼ 0.85; p < 0.0001). In patients

particularly among patients diagnosed with severe

in whom CMR indicated mild mitral regurgitation,

mitral regurgitation. One constant among these

there was little post-surgical reverse remodeling, and

studies is the wide limits of agreement between CMR

in patients with severe mitral regurgitation, there was

and 2D TTE or 3D TTE, suggesting that the central

a greater degree of remodeling. The authors found no

and critical clinical question of severe or not severe

correlation between PISA-derived regurgitant volume

reported

an

studied

absolute

30

patients

agreement

of

mitral regurgitation remains problematic.

and post-surgical remodeling (r ¼ 0.32; p ¼ 0.1). This
study suggests that mitral regurgitant volume by CMR

STUDIES OF CMR USING A

is more accurate than echocardiography, and partic-

REFERENCE STANDARD

ularly highlights this in patients who underwent
mitral valve surgery.

As noted in the previous text, a difﬁculty in studying

In a recent multicenter prospective study, Myerson

the accuracy of an imaging modality to quantify

et al. (48) studied 109 asymptomatic patients with

mitral regurgitation is the lack of a gold standard.

moderate or severe mitral regurgitation on echocar-

Thus, it is important to have a reference standard to

diography who also had CMR scans. These patients
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F I G U R E 6 Deﬁning the Basal Slice of the Right and Left Ventricle During Segmentation

(A) Top panel showing SSFP short-axis stack. The lower right panel shows the demarcation of the base of the left ventricle using a
2-chamber view. The left lower panel shows a basal left ventricular tracing, of which only 65% is counted as part of the volume based on
the basal line placed in the lower right panel. (B) Top panel shows the SSFP short-axis stack. The lower right panel shows the demarcation
of the base of the right ventricle using a 4-chamber view. The left lower panel shows a basal right ventricular tracing of which only
35% is counted as part of the volume based on the basal line placed in the lower right panel. Red tracing is the left ventricular endocardial
trace, green tracing is the left ventricular epicardial trace, and blue tracing is the right ventricular epicardial trace. SSFP ¼ steady state
free precession.
Continued on the next page

were followed up for up to 8 years with a mean

indication for surgery. The authors report that

follow-up duration of 2.5  1.9 years with the

regurgitant volume by CMR was the best predictor of

endpoint of developing symptoms or other indicators

which patients would develop an indication for sur-

for surgery (excessive left ventricular dilatation, end-

gery, with an area under the curve of 0.81 for a

systolic dimension >40 mm, or pulmonary hyper-

regurgitant volume of >55 ml. Although regurgitant

tension with a repairable valve). A total of 32 patients

volume by CMR was able to differentiate those who

in the study group underwent surgery: 7 with no clear

would go on to surgery, echocardiographic parame-

indication for surgery, and 25 who developed a clear

ters could not. An echocardiographic EROA of
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F I G U R E 6 Continued

0.40 cm2 could not differentiate those patients who

Among the patients who had an indication for sur-

would develop an indication for surgery. Similar to

gery, both the echocardiographic indexes and the

the study by Uretsky et al. (16), the authors found that

CMR regurgitant volume were in the severe range,

echocardiography was more likely to diagnose severe

again underscoring the ability of CMR to determine

mitral regurgitation. The authors report that 28 pa-

clinical outcomes, whereas echocardiography could

tients who were diagnosed with severe mitral regur-

not. In a third smaller, single-center study that

gitation by echocardiography had nonsevere mitral

included 22 asymptomatic patients with chronic

regurgitation by CMR, and none of those developed

mitral regurgitation and used the clinical outcomes of

an indication for surgery. Among the 84 patients who

heart failure hospitalizations and an indication for

did not have an indication for surgery, the mean

surgery (40). In agreement with prior studies, the

echocardiographic regurgitant volume and EROA was

authors

in the severe range (74  74 ml and 0.58  0.75 cm 2,

echocardiography and CMR with an absolute agree-

respectively), whereas the mean regurgitant volume

ment of 62% between the modalities and an even

by CMR was in the moderate range (39  20 ml).

worse agreement of 29% among patients considered

report

signiﬁcant

discordance

between
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T A B L E 3 Studies That Have Assessed the Use of CMR in Mitral Regurgitation With or Without a Comparator

MR
Type
First Author
(Ref. #)

Year

N

Fujita et al. (35)

1994

19 þ

Hundley et al. (29)

1995

17

Deg Fn

Kizilbash et al. (41) 1998

22 þ

Gelfand et al. (36)

2006

83

Buck et al. (59)

2008

73 þ

Ozdogan et al. (60) 2009

21

Marsan et al. (46) 2009 64 

Uretsky et al. (17)

2010

23 þ

Myerson et al. (32)

2010

55

Shanks et al. (42)

2010 30 þ

Method

Comparator

Echo Integrated vs. CMR

CMR

þ 2D TTE Jet/LA
area, CW
pattern,
E-wave vel.

MiPC–AoPC

Invasive
angiography

LVSV–AoPC

þ 2D TTE Doppler
Rvol

LVSV–AoPC

2D TTE Jet/LA
LVSV–AoPC
area, PV ﬂow
þ 2D TTE PISA
2D TTE

12/28 (43%)

Agreement
if Severe

2/4 (50%)

0.84 53/83 (70%) 8/19 (42%)

Doppler or PISA RVol. vs. CMR RVol

CMR
Echo
Severe Severe

2

12

r

Agreement
if Severe

CMR
Echo
Severe Severe

0.92

19/22 (86%)

3/5 (60%)

4

4

0.63

40/73 (55%)*

0/1 (0%)*

1

0

0.94

23/28 (82%)

1/1 (100%)* 1

1

5/12 (42%)*† 10

7

15

Signal void
MiPC

3D TTE PISA
RVol

MiPC

þ N/A

LVSV–PAPC

N/A

LVSV–AoPC
LVSV–AoPC

20/30 (66%)

3D TEE PISA
RVol

29/30 (97%)

Hamada et al. (61) 2012

43 þ

Cawley et al. (39)

2013

26

2D TTE Doppler
Rvol and
PISA RVol

LVSV–AoPC

Van De Heyning
et al. (62)

2013

38

2D TTE Doppler
Rvol,

LVSV–AoPC

2D TTE PISA
RVol

LVSV–AoPC

0.45

LVSV–AoPC

0.84

16/30 (53%)*

2/9 (22%)*

2

9

LVSV–AoPC

0.91

20/27 (74%)*

2/5 (40%)*

2

9

þ 2D PISA R Vol.

LVSV–AoPC

0.84

35/52 (67%)* 12/28 (49%)* 28

12

3D TTE PISA
Rvol.

LVSV–AoPC

0.97

46/52 (88%)*22/28 (79%)* 28

22

Thavendiranathan
et al. (44)

2013 30 

þ 3D TEE

Absolute
Agreement

4

MiPC–AoPC

þ 2D TTE PISA
RVol

þ 2D TEE PISA
RVol

r

Absolute
Agreement

þ 3D TTE Peak
PISA RVol
3D TTE Doppler
integrated
PISA

Choi et al. (43)

Uretsky et al. (16)

2014

52 

LVSV–AoPC
0.64

0.1

2015 103 þ

þ 2D TTE Doppler
Rvol and
PISA RVol

LVSV–FSVPC 0.4

58 þ

 2D TTE Doppler
Rvol and
PISA RVol

LVSV–AoPC

Sachdev et al. (38) 2016

Lopez-Mattei
et al. (37)

2016 70 þ

Aplin et al. (30)

2016

Myerson et al. (48)

2016 109

N/A

LVSV–AoPC

Harris et al. (40)

2017

2D TTE Doppler
Rvol and
PISA RVol

LVSV–AoPC

Polte et al. (31)

2017 40 þ

Heo et al. (45)

2017

72 þ

22

38 þ

þ 2D TTE ASE and LVSV–AoPC
TEE Doppler
Rvol
 2D TTE PISA
RVol.

37/103 (36%) 13/60 (22%)

15

58

0.6

23/50 (46%) 10/15 (66%)

11

14

0.79

0.44 34/70 (49%) 2/10 (20%)

2

8

0.81

LVSV–AoPC

 N/A

LVSV–AoPC
MiPC–AoPC

þ 2D PISA RVol,

48/103 (47%) 11/43 (26%)

11

38

10

10

4

4

18/29* (62%)

20

27

2/7 (29%)

4

5

10

30/47 (64%)

8/12 (66%)

0.59 40/60 (67%)‡

0.8

11/22 (50%)

2/7 (29%)‡

LVSV–AoPC

0.81

10/21 (48%)*† 18

2D Doppler RVol, LVSV–AoPC

0.56

18/32 (56%)*† 19

32

3D TTE RVol

0.94

20/25 (80%)*† 20

25

LVSV–AoPC

*Estimated from ﬁgure. †Using regurgitant volume of 50 ml as severe. ‡Personal communication from the authors.
AoPC ¼ aortic phase contrast; CW ¼ continuous wave; Deg ¼ degenerative; Fn ¼ functional; FSVPC ¼ forward stroke volume phase contrast; LA ¼ left atrium; LVSV ¼ left ventricular stroke volume; MiPC ¼ mitral
phase contrast; MR ¼ mitral regurgitation; N/A ¼ not applicable; PISA ¼ proximal isovelocity surface area; RVol ¼ regurgitant volume; TEE ¼ transesophageal echocardiogram; TTE ¼ transthoracic echocardiogram.
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to be severe by either modality. In contrast to prior

important given the increasing number of mitral

studies, the authors ﬁnd that the only predictor of

valve surgeries performed in the United States, the

outcomes was regurgitant volume by echocardiogra-

signiﬁcant costs associated with this surgery, the

phy. One limitation to this study is the fact that only 2

development of percutaneous mitral valves, and

of the 7 patients who underwent mitral valve surgery

the emerging evidence of discordance between

had severe mitral regurgitation by echocardiography,

imaging modalities among patients considered for

and 1 had mild mitral regurgitation. Thus, it is clear

mitral valve surgery.

that imaging by echocardiography did not drive de-

The timing of mitral valve surgery is still compli-

cision making in these patients with regard to referral

cated by the lack of good markers of left ventricular

for surgery.

deterioration in patients with mitral valve surgery.

Based on the studies discussed in the previous

Many investigators advocate for watchful waiting,

text, it appears that mitral regurgitant volume quan-

especially in patients who are asymptomatic or in

tiﬁed by CMR is accurate based on the physiological

patients in whom it is in doubt whether the symp-

response of the left ventricle and clinical outcomes.

toms are due to valve disease (50). Thus, the inability

Although these data are encouraging, larger pro-

to predict the point in time when the left ventricular

spective and randomized studies are needed to assess

function will decline is troubling. Left ventricular

the clinical value of CMR-based regurgitant volume in

ejection fraction and end-systolic dimension have

both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. There

been used as surrogates for determining left ventric-

are no randomized controlled trials assessing the

ular decline but have notable shortcomings (51). Some

prognostic value of any echocardiographic or CMR

investigators have suggested that myocardial ﬁbrosis

parameter for mitral regurgitant severity in patients

may prove to be a helpful guide (52). CMR has 2

undergoing mitral valve surgery. Despite this, echo-

methods to determine left ventricular ﬁbrosis, late

cardiography is the imaging modality of choice in the

gadolinium enhancement, and T1 mapping. Late

ACC/AHA guidelines based on primarily retrospective

gadolinium enhancement can detect myocardial scar

by

and/or ﬁbrosis, its clinical signiﬁcance has been well

Enriquez-Sarano et al. (49), 495 patients were fol-

documented in the diagnosis and management in

lowed, of which 224 patients were treated medically.

ischemic and nonischemic cardiomyopathy disease,

The authors found that incremental increases in

and it has emerging application in hypertrophic car-

EROA were associated with an increase in mortality

diomyopathy

and cardiac events in patients not undergoing sur-

enhancement is not adept at detecting diffuse

gery. Although this study was prospective, it was not

ﬁbrosis. T 1 mapping is an emerging CMR technique

randomized, and the reasons patients did not un-

that can detect diffuse ﬁbrosis. When T 1 is acquired

dergo surgery was not reported. Possibilities for pa-

pre- and post-contrast, the extra cellular volume can

tients

include

be calculated, which is an indicator of the percentage

nonsevere mitral regurgitation, high risk for surgery,

of myocardium not made up of myocardial cells (55).

and refusal of surgery, and may have introduced

There have been a few small studies that have re-

signiﬁcant bias into this study. Thus, there remains a

ported on late gadolinium enhancement or T 1 map-

need for large prospective and randomized studies to

ping in patients with mitral regurgitation, but they

assess the clinical value of imaging in predicting

have been limited by small sample size and lack of

outcomes in those undergoing mitral valve surgery.

longitudinal follow-up (56–58).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Despite emerging evidence that CMR can quantify

CMR has become an established noninvasive imaging

mitral regurgitation accurately, the beneﬁt of mitral

modality to assess mitral regurgitation severity.

valve surgery based on the severity of mitral

Quantiﬁcation of mitral regurgitant volume by CMR

regurgitation by any modality has never been

does not rely upon the characteristics of the regur-

studied in a randomized controlled trial. Thus,

gitant jet. Instead, the assessment of mitral regurgi-

there remains a signiﬁcant lack of medical evidence

tation by CMR relies upon the difference between the

for basing decisions on who would beneﬁt from

left ventricular stroke volume and forward stroke

mitral valve surgery based on the severity of mitral

volume, both of which are quantiﬁed using already

regurgitation in both asymptomatic and symptom-

established accurate and reproducible techniques.

atic

While studies have shown signiﬁcant discordance

outcomes

not

studies.

In

a

undergoing

patients.

This

type

prospective

surgery

of

trial

study

might

is

especially

(53,54).

However,

late

gadolinium
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between CMR and echocardiography, data has accumulated showing that mitral regurgitant volume by
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CMR is more accurate. Despite this, much work re-
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mains to be done with regard to clinical decision
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making in referring patients for surgery based on

tration, Meade B, Morristown, New Jersey 07960. E-mail:

regurgitant volume.
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